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Abstract 
In software industry, automation plays a major role for improving the test efficiency of software test organisation. 
For ensuring test coverage satisfaction and thereby reducing risk, projects use more people for manual testing or use 
automation tools or techniques to improve the level of test automation. The choice of selection depends on reduction 
in project cycle time or reduction in time for test. This paper discusses about software automation steps and explains 
an algorithm for addressing the issues faced in system management automation of various services like DHCP, 
DNS, Firewall etc. Paper is written based on author’s experience using various automation frame works. 
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1. Common problems  in software test automation 
      It’s quite common that many automation testers are being thrown to the automation job without having proper 
guidelines on the automation test process. They just “dive in” and begin automating test cases without a thought 
towards any process or strategy. Normally this kind of approach will reach a situation that says “We’ve invested lot 
in automation and number of testers allocated for fulltime in automation testing. After X months, we still do not see 
any improvement in test cycle execution time. In fact, testing seems to be taking longer! ”. Fig.1 shows a typical 
situation of a test manager who is handling more than one projects in a test organisation. To address such a situation 
we should have a clear understanding about our project and automation process that we are going to implement. 
Also we should have a proper test strategy in selecting the framework and execution.  
 Some of the factors that need to consider while defining test strategy are 
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x Test automation is  not a sideline effort but it is full time effort 
x Consider test design activity and the test framework as totally separate entities. 
x Use application-independent framework. 
x The test framework must be easy to expand and maintain 
x Test design or strategy vocabulary should be framework independent. 




Fig. 1 Test manager’s situation 
        
2. Test Automation stages 
     Fig.2 shows various stages of a test automation process. Normally the Automation lead/manager will be 
responsible for selection of tool, development of tools and maintenance activities of the frame work. Test engineer 
will be responsible for script generation, deployment and execution  
 
 
Fig. 2 Automation stages 
 
A. Feasibility study  
This stage will decide whether we need to automate the project or not. Failure in this stage may have a larger impact 
on the project execution. Fig.3 shows the feasibility study process. Following are some of the factors considering in 
feasibility stage  
x Project impact: Automation priority according to project prioritization and delivery 
x Test case selection:  
1. Repetitive test that needs to be run on multiple build 
2. Frequently used functions 
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3. Tests that runs on several different platforms 
4. Tests that takes a lot of effort and time when manual testing  
x Framework availability: Exploring various existing tools and evaluating whether we can use the same in 
our setup through customization  
 
 
Fig. 3 Feasibility study process 
 























Fig. 4 Automation thoughts 
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B. Automation design 
     A good automation test design will tell that how a particular function or feature will be tested. A test designer 
will consider the following facts 
1. What is being tested and how is the test set up? 
2. What are the inputs used and from where the inputs  
    coming from? 
3. What is being checked and where are the expected  
     results? 
4. What are the things need to print? 
5. How do you know the test case is pass or fail? 
7. Keep the output simple and well formatted.  Etc…. 
C. Automation development and deployment 
  Mainly we need to develop two types of items during the development stage 
x Scripts  for  execution   
x Frame work code  ( Or customization of the existing code) 
Some projects, whole modules may not be available, such case we may need to develop stubs and drivers for 
simulating the module. In our frame work, test developer is responsible for creating the test suites (test scripts), 
customization of the tool and the environment setting for the test bed. Also after developing the script and code we 
need to regularly check in the same in configuration management tool and need to create the proper build for 
execution. Testers have access permission for taking the same for testing. 
D. Automation execution and maintenance 
In testing phase we will execute the test cases either manual or automated fashion. For the automation, selection 
of the test cases is done using the automation strategy. Normally all the regression test cases will be moving to 
automated environment for avoiding the repeated manual execution. In automated environment the tester can 
select/deselect the test cases that he wants to execute on a particular platform. While executing we can give two 
different options. In the first option, that is, halt on failure, the test execution will stop if any one of the selected test 
fails. But in second option, continue on failure, will allow executing all the selected suites, even if one suite fails. At 
the end of the execution we can see the results and logs of each suites separately .This will give a detailed status of 
the execution.  
3. System management automation issue and algorithmic solution 
   While automating system management application software s (E.g.:- Firewalls) , automation team faces many 
challenges and issues like customization of the automation tool, communication between client and server, accessing 
of input files  from unix server to windows boxes etc. Most of the issues are related to the technical competencies 
except the administration of various system services. For addressing the system services issues, implemented a new 
algorithm. The problem and solution are described as follows. 
Problem:  Management of a system means the administration of various system services like DHCP, DNS, and 
FIREWALL etc.  All of these system services use some standardized configuration files for their administrator to 
tune them to their requirements. Manual modification of these files is tedious task. People use software to manage 
these services.  The data contained in these files varies in their format, content etc according to the system service 
they are using. Some of the data might have multiple occurrences. When we try to manipulate the data in these file 
using software, it becomes difficult to locate the data that we are looking for. 
Solution:  The solution is  that the  system  would like to have some index value/hash value associated with the  
configuration file so that the data that we want to manipulate using software can rely on  index value to identify the 
same data every time ( Data base indexing concept) 
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Feasibility analysis: In the feasibility analysis stage, team explored the various options for solving the issue. But 
none of the available solution was able to address the problem. So the team decided to come out with a new solution 
after considering the project impact while implementing the new solution. Team concluded the feasibility analysis 
that the new design should not affect the existing test setup and the implementation schedule will accommodate 
without affecting the major milestones. 
Design and Implementation of the solution: We have a configuration (CONF) file and now we want unique 
hash/index values associated with the data stored in it. Similar to a database, we also want the hash values to be 
persistent. The data in the file need to be partitioned to have the hash values associated with them. Let’s partition the 
CONF file into FIELDS, where a field could be either of these: 
x  Single byte long character-field. 
x  Set of character ending with a space/tab (Delimiter) called a word-field 
x  Set of words ending with a newline/carriage(Delimiter) called a line-field 
x  Set of line ending with two consecutive newline/carriage-return (delimiter) called a  
    paragraph-field. 
    Unique hash values can be generated using any algorithm for random number generation. Storing and making the 
hash values persistent is the issue that we want to solve here. Let us make a duplicate copy of the CONF file. Create 
another file to store the hash values. The CONF file is logically partitioned as consecutive FIELDS and the hash-key 
file would be storing the hash values consecutively, such that the duplicate CONF file's fields would be mapped one 
to one with the hash values in the hash-key file. If we have a delimiter partitioning the duplicate CONF file's fields, 
we would have the same delimiter for separating the hash values in the hash-key file. If someone modifies the 
CONF file, either manually or using software, only the original configuration file would be modified. The duplicate 
copy is for our use to track the changes that have occurred in the CONF file since the last changes. A modification 
in the CONF file could be either creation or deletion or modification of a FIELD. The same change would not have 
got reflected in the duplicate copy and hence we can identify what the change was and where it had occurred. Once 
the change is identified, the duplicate CONF file would be made upto date with respect to the CONF file and the 
hash-key file would also be updated accordingly. 
Mainly three functions are used for implementing the solution: 
1. Initialize the environment:  This function will take the CONF file path as input and will make a duplicate 
copy of the CONF file. It would also create a hash-key file that will contain the hash-values for the fields in 
the DUP file.  Fig.5  shows the flow chart for the initialisation  
2. Track the changes:   The main purpose of this function is to keep track of the changes happening in the 
CONF file and hence update the hash-values. An update operation would be either a create, delete or a 
modify operation. In a create operation, a new field would be inserted into the configuration file. The 
change would be tracked with respect to the duplicate file to find the location of the field. Corresponding to 
this field, a new unique hash-key would be inserted in the hash-key file and then the duplicate file would be 
updated to its original. In a similar way the deletion operation would also be handled. For modify 
operation, as its to modify the field contents, modification to the hash-values would not be done. Fig.6  
shows the flow chart for the track changes 
3. Support function: Support function will help get the hash-value for a field or a location in the CONF file, 
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Below flowcharts shows how the implementation works 
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Fig. 6: Track Changes 
 
4. Benefits of automation 
     Following are some of the benefits of test automation that we got in our case study 
x High coverage for regression testing without adding  additional resources 
x Improve the speed of product to market by reducing  time for testing 
x Productivity improvement 
x Detailed test logs 
x Run the scripts across multiple platforms 
x Fast , reliable , comprehensive and re usable 
x Cost effectiveness improvement 
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the changes occurred in it 
Kind of change 
happened 
Insert new hash value in the 
hash key file corresponding to 
the position where the new 
fields were inserted 
Delete hash value from the hash 
key file corresponding to the 




{hash values, field data, 
location of new entries} 
Copy the original configuration 
file to its duplicate copy and 
keep it up to date  
Return the return values 
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5. Test automation success factors 
Success of test automation depends on direct and indirect factors of the test organisation.  
Direct success factors: 
x Test process 
x Test management 
x Test object delimitation 
x Test case determination 
x Test data and test data definition 
x Test infrastructure and environment 
x Test tools 
x Employees 
 
Indirect success factors: 
x Configuration management 
x Change management 
x Defect management 
x Release management 
x Requirements management 
 
6. Conclusions 
    Test automation provides an opportunity for organizations to improve the quality of their software products, test 
process and to reduce the cost and other overheads. Automation will reduce the time spend on regression tests 
because automation tools can perform test faster than human. But unfortunately automation of system services is a 
tedious task due to the complex nature of configuration files using in various system services. The automation steps 
and algorithm for handling the configuration files mentioned in this paper will address those issues. Now the 
algorithm is designed in such a way that to address the issues occurring in system testing but in future, the idea can 
expand to handle problems occurring in load and performance testings of various products. 
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